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Integrity Marketing Group Acquires Consolidated Marketing Group

Consolidated Marketing Group Selects Integrity’s 
Insurtech Platform to Power National Growth 

Integrity’s best-in-class platform of innovative technology and resources positions Consolidated 
Marketing Group to expand its footprint and serve more people

DALLAS – MAY 2, 2023 – Integrity Marketing Group, LLC (“Integrity”), a leading distributor 
of life and health insurance, and provider of wealth management and retirement planning 
solutions, today announced it has acquired Consolidated Marketing Group (“CMG”), an 
independent marketing organization (“IMO”) based in Knoxville, Tennessee, and led by 
Steve Ruth, President. Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed. 

With more than 25 years of industry experience, Steve Ruth has dedicated his efforts to 
ensuring the success of an impressive team of agents. Consolidated Marketing Group offers 
thorough, ongoing field training for agents at all stages of their careers with a focus on 
helping seniors obtain the crucial coverage they need to prepare for the good days ahead. 
By emphasizing and developing deeper connections with the individuals and families it 
serves, CMG has brought timely and effective solutions to thousands across Tennessee and 
the Southeast.

“Steve and his team share Integrity’s approach to success — hard work, strong values and 
care for clients,” shared Bryan W. Adams, Co-Founder and CEO of Integrity. “Integrity’s 
game-changing technology will help CMG’s agents provide better, simpler and more 
successful solutions, while clearing hurdles for future growth. As so many other leading 
companies have discovered, an Integrity partnership is a winning formula designed to 
enhance service and power success for years to come. We’re thrilled to support CMG as 
they take full advantage of the opportunities available to members of the Integrity family.”

By accessing Integrity’s extensive shared services, CMG can redirect valuable time from 
administrative responsibilities toward greater service, expansion and growth. Areas 
of support include Technology & Innovation, People & Culture, accounting, legal and 
compliance. Integrity’s comprehensive insurtech platform offers innovative technology 
and industry-leading resources to fully support agencies and agents. Resources include 
continuous new product development, access to the proprietary MedicareCENTER and 
Mobile App, and world-class marketing and advertising capabilities. 

“Our agents understand that the first step to sustained success in this industry is to 
build meaningful relationships with those they serve,” said Steve Ruth, President of CMG. 
“Integrity offers an amazing platform of solutions that support my agents in impactful ways 
— allowing them to keep their focus on taking care of their clients. We now get to utilize the 
opportunities and proprietary technology available to Integrity partners, including best-
in-class lead generation, customer relationship management solutions and customized 
marketing capabilities. This partnership gives us the backbone to deliver the right coverage 
solutions to more people and support our national growth, and I’m excited to go forward.” 

Integrity has brought together the industry’s brightest minds and most experienced leaders 
to create a rapidly growing partnership network built to help people prepare for the good 
days ahead. An influential and prestigious force, this network is innovating all aspects of 
insurance and financial services to protect the life, health and wealth of all Americans more 
holistically.
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For more information about CMG’s partnership with Integrity, view a video at 
www.integritymarketing.com/CMG.  

About Integrity
Integrity, headquartered in Dallas, Texas, is a leading distributor of life and health 
insurance, and provider of innovative solutions for wealth management and retirement 
planning. Through its partner network of over 500,000 agents and advisors, Integrity 
helps millions of Americans protect their life, health and wealth with a commitment to 
meet them wherever they are — in person, over the phone and online. Integrity’s cutting-
edge technology helps streamline the insurance and financial planning experience 
for all stakeholders. In addition, Integrity develops products with carrier partners and 
markets them through its nationwide distribution network. In 2022, Integrity helped 
carriers place over $22 billion in new sales and oversaw more than $40 billion of assets 
under management and advisement through its RIA and broker-dealer platforms. For more 
information, visit www.integritymarketing.com.

About Consolidated Marketing Group
Consolidated Marketing Group (“CMG”), headquartered in Knoxville, Tennessee, is an 
insurance agency that focuses on Medicare and supplemental planning solutions. Since 
2010, CMG has been dedicated to providing exceptional agent training to ensure the 
agent’s success in the industry. As a trusted and loyal advisor, CMG has helped thousands 
of Americans throughout Tennessee and the Southeast receive the best insurance coverage 
available.

Media Contact:
Rachel Aird, Public Relations Director
Integrity Marketing Group
press@integritymarketing.com
801-706-7005

Partnership Inquiries: 
Eric Pederson, Vice President of Business Development 
Integrity Marketing Group 
partnership@integritymarketing.com
866-650-1857
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Bryan W. Adams
Co-Founder & CEO

Bryan is the Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer for Integrity 
Marketing Group and leads the day-to-day operations of the 
company. Bryan also serves on the Board of Directors of Integrity.

Bryan is the founder of Legacy Safeguard, LLC a company dedicated 
with helping members leave a lasting legacy and being remembered 
long after they’re gone. Bryan is considered one of the nation’s 
leading experts in the senior market and speaks frequently across 
the country about the importance of helping families on one of the 
most difficult days of their lives. He consults with leading insurance 
companies to help them offer the best products to this market.

Prior to founding Integrity, Bryan was Vice President of Business 
Development at Directors Investment Group, Inc., a financial services 
company that operates several life insurance companies, a registered 
investment advisory firm, bank holding company and a mutual 
fund family. Advancing through a series of leadership roles in sales, 
marketing and product development, Bryan became the youngest 
Vice President in the company’s history, where he oversaw all 
expansion efforts throughout the United States.

Bryan has a degree in Business Administration from Texas Tech 
University. Bryan and his family live in Highland Village, Texas.
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Steve Ruth

Steve Ruth is President of Consolidated Marketing Group (“CMG”). 

Steve has worked in the insurance industry since 1997, specializing in 
long-term care, Medicare supplements, life insurance and annuities. 
He has been highly successful in leading CMG’s sales, management 
and product marketing efforts across multiple states, including 
Tennessee, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida, Ohio and 
Texas. Steve also leads agent training and recruiting efforts for CMG. 
For many years, he was a sought-after trainer for other insurance 
agencies nationwide.

Born and raised in Knoxville, Tennessee, Steve has been married to 
his lovely wife, Jan, since 1972. They have one son and are very proud 
of their exceptionally bright grandson. Steve enjoys hunting, fishing 
and traveling throughout the country by RV with Jan and their 
wonderful dog, Jackson.
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View downloadable photos

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/b287s23xjfjqm94/AAArC5TN7hfBJ-ZOqCOVPIZya?dl=0

